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ABSTRACT 
Vectors, matrices, and various spaces of matrices over the Boolean (0, 1) algebra 
have been studied extensively along with their applications to graph theory. The 
Boolean (0,l) algebra has been generalized to a class of semirings called chain 
semirings. This class includes the fuzzy interval. A class of maximal (relative to 
containment) rank-l spaces of matrices over chain semirings is identified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Matrices over unusual algebraic structures have been and continue to be 
the subject of much research and study. Boolean (0,l) matrices (zero-one 
matrices with usual arithmetic except that 1 + 1 = 1) and fuzzy matrices are 
two cases in point. See [2, 51 for examples. 
One generalization of these two types of matrices is the class of matrices 
over chain semirings. 
A chain semiring S is a linearly ordered set with minimum and maximum 
elements (denoted 0 and 1 respectively, 0 # 1) and two operations defined as 
follows: a + 17 = max(a, b} and ah = min{a, h}. When s = {0, l} we have the 
Boolean matrices, and when S = [O, l] we have the fuzzy matrices. 
Methods for constructing rank-l spaces of Boolean matrices which are 
maximal relative to cardinality and dimension were discovered by Beasley 
and Pullman [l]. Maximality relative to these two parameters does not 
generalize well to rank-l spaces of matrices over arbitrary chain semirings. 
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However, spaces of Boolean matrices which are maximal relative to cardinal- 
ity are maximal relative to containment, and containment does not carry over 
to arbitrary chain semirings. 
We will present a method for extending full left factor spaces (Definition 
3.3) to maximal (relative to containment) rank-l spaces of matrices over chain 
semirings (Definition 3.6). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We let d,,,,(S) denote the set of all m X 11 matrices with entries in the 
chain semiring S. The usual definitions of matrix addition and multiplication 
and scalar multiplication apply to these matrices as well. For our purposes, 
we will define a vector space over S to be any subset of &,,,,(S> which 
contains 0 and is closed under addition and scalar multiplication. When 
speaking of z;ectors we will mean elements of 5’“’ [ = &,,,l(S)] and denote 
them with lowercase boldface letters. Matrices which are not vectors will be 
denoted by uppercase sans serif letters. Vector spaces which are specifically 
spaces of matrices (11 > l), other than J,,,,,(S) itself, will be denoted by 
uppercase German letters. All others will be denoted by uppercase boldface 
letters. 
If V and W are vector spaces with W 5 V, then W is a subspace of V. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let S be a chain semiring and v,w E V a vector space 
over S. We say v absorb w if v + w = v. If there exists an IY E S such that 
LYV = w, then we say w is a scalar multiple of v or v is a scab factor of w. 
It is clear that if v is a scalar factor of w, then v absorbs w. In fact v 
absorbs w if and only if ci > u/‘, for all i. And v is a scalar factor of w if and 
only if ~~ 2 wi for all i, and oi = u?, when u;~ < max LL’~. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The rank r(A) of a nonzero matrix A E d,,,,(S), where 
S is a chain semiring, is defined to be the smallest positive integer k with 
the property that A = BC, where B and C are m X k and k X n respectively. 
Further, r(O) = 0. 
This is known as the semiring rank [3], the Schein rank [5], or, more 
recently, the factor rank of A. 
The following lemma from LeRoy Beasley was obtained by the author 
through a private communication. 
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LEZIUA 2.3. lf A is u mnk-1 matrix in A,,,,,(S), where S is a chain 
semiring and aii is a largest entry in A, then 
“1.i 
A= I 
i 1 [a,1 ... ‘in]. a ,,, j 
Proof. If A is a rank-l, then there exist vectors b and c of length rn and 
n respectively such that A = bc’. To see that a,,, = a ,i a,1 observe that 
since ai, is a maximal entry in A. n 
DEVINITION 2.4. A factorization A = bx’ of a rank-l matrix over a chain 
semiring is called a canonical factorization if max bi = max N i. 
C~H~LL.AKI. 2.5. If u,~ is a maximal entry in (1 rank-l matrix A, then a,, 
is a maximal entry of column 1 and aL.j is a maximal entry of row k for all k 
and 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, ak( = akjuil = min(a~j,ui,>. So uxI < a,1 and 
ax1 < ski. n 
LEMMA 2.6. lf A is rank-l in d,,,,(S), where S is u chain semiring, 
then A has a unique canonical factorization. 
Proof. The factorization described in Lemma 2.3 provides us with at 
least one canonical factorization of each rank-l matrix. We will show that 
there is only one canonical factorization. 
Say A = bx’ is a canonical factorization of the rank-l matrix A, and say 
b, = max bi = max xi = xl. Then for all i and j, uij = bix.j < 12,x, = ukl, so 
al;[ is a maximal entry in A. In addition’, for all i, ail = bixl = bibk = hi. So b 
equals the lth column of A. Similarly, x’ equals the k th row of A. Thus all 
canonical factorizations are of the type described in Lemma 2.3. 
Now say that ukl = apq = max aij. By Corollary 2.5, for all i, ail > aiq, 
since uLI = max ali; and (I~~, > a,,, since a,,,, = max uij. Therefore, the lth 
COROLLARY 2.8. If A and B are rank-l matrices, then there exist vectors 
a, b, x, and y such thhat 
A+B=axf+byt=[a 1 b] 
XI 
i i. 
- 
Yt 
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column of A equals the y th column. Similarly, the k th row equals the pth. 
So all canonical factorizations of A are identical. n 
LEMMA 2.7. If A and B are m X k matrices and X and Y are k X n 
matrices, then 
AX+BY=[A 1 B] G. 
I 1 
Proof, By block multiplication. n 
LEMMA 2.9. A nonzero matrix A E d,,,,(S), where 5 is a chain semi- 
ring, is rank-l if and only if each entry in A is either a maximal entry in its 
row or maximal in its column. 
Proof. Say A is rank-l. Fix i and j. We’ll show that aij > ail for all 1 or 
aij >, alij for all k. Since A is rank-l, there exist vectors b and x such that 
A = bx’, so aij = bix,i, ai, = b,x,, and ski = bkxj. If we assume that aij < ail, 
then bix.j < b,x,, which implies xi = ai;. But then akj = b,xj = bka,j < a,,. 
So aij > ail or aij > akj. 
Say that for all i, j, k, and 1 either aij > ail or aij > akj. Let a,$, be a 
largest entry in A. We’ll show that aij = aira,,j for all i and j. Without loss of 
generality, say air > a,5j. We show aij = aaj. We are given that aij > ai, or 
aij > aSj, so a,, 2 a,5j implies aij > a,Yj. Assume aij 2 aSj. Then a,Tj is not 
the largest element in its column, so it must be the largest element in its row, 
implying aij > a,,j > a,,,. This contradicts the fact that a,Y, is a largest entry in 
the matrix. Therefore aij = aaj = ajta,Yj, since ai, > a,sj. Thus 
A= yi’ [a,5, 
I I 
... aan], 
a ,,,t 
so A is rank-l. n 
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The contrapositive of this lemma is: A nonzero matrix A E L!,,,,(S) is not 
rank-l if and only if it contains an entry which is strictly smaller than some 
entry in its row and strictly smaller than some entry in its column. We will 
use this lemma in the contrapositive form. 
DEFINITION 2.10. If A E J,,,,,(S), h w ere S is a chain semiring, we say 
that uii is trapped by ail and akJ if aij < ail and aij < uki. 
Thus a nonzero matrix is not rank-l if and only if it contains a trapped 
entry. 
Since 
ax’+by’=[a 1 b] Ilf_ [ 1 Yr ’ 
we know that the rank of the sum of two rank-l matrices is one or two. We 
wish to determine when that sum is of rank one. 
DEFINITION 2.11. In the product 
(or in the sum axr +by’), if there exist i, j, k, and 1 such that max(u,, yj) < 
min(ak, I?i, y,, x,), then we say that ui and y, are trapped in conjunction. 
Similarly, if max(l?,,xj) < min(17k, ai,xJ, ~~1, we say that bi and X, are 
trapped in conjunction. 
It is important to note that a pair of entries which are trapped in 
conjunction must be from a and y or from b and x in the sum 
ax’+by’=[a 1 b] x’ [ 1 Yt 
LEMMA 2.12. If a, b E S”’ and x,y E S”, then the product 
[a I b] ’ i 1 Y' 
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is of rank 2 if and only if it contains a pair of entries which are trapped in 
conjunction. 
Proof. Say ai and y,? are trapped in conjunction (a similar argument will 
hold for bi and xj) by ak, b,, yl, and -T,~. Say 
Then cii = six., + biyj = a, + yj, where cil = a,xl + I?,y, > hiyl and cA.j = 
akxj + bk yj > akxj. So max(ai, yj> < min(ak, b,, yI, xj) implies cti is trapped 
by ci, and ckj. Therefore C is nonzero and not rank-l, so it must be rank-2. 
Say the product C is rank-2; then C contains an entry ci, which is 
trapped by two other entries, say cil and ckj. We have that cl, = aix, + bi yj, 
so 
aiXj, b, yj < Cij < ci/,ckj. 
(2.1) 
Now, ax’ is rank-l, so aiS, is the largest entry in its row or in its column. 
Without loss of generality, say aixj is the largest element in its row; then 
aixj 2 a,xl, and so cil = nix! + biyl = bi y,, since a,x[ ,< a,x.j < cjj < cil. But 
by’ is also rank-l. So 17i yj is also the largest entry in its row or column. This 
time, though, we have bi yI = c,~ > cij > bj yj, and so bi y,i must be the largest 
in its column, giving us b,yj > bkyj. So cki = akx.i + bkyj = axxj, since 
b, yj < bi yj < cij < ckj. Thus (2.1) becomes 
aixj, biyj < Cij < biy,, akXJ. (2.2) 
From (2.2), aixj < akxj implies that ai < xj,ak, and likewise, b,yj < b,y, 
implies that yj < bi, y,. This tells us that aixj = ai and biyj = yj’ So (2.2) 
becomes 
which of course implies max(a,, y.,> < min(b,, yI, ak, xi). l 
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3. MAXIMAL BANK-ONE SPACES, THE U-SPACES 
DEFINITIOX 3.1. A subspace ‘% of J,,,.(S) is a runk-1 spuce if all 
nonzero elements of % are rank-l. 
DEFINIrIoN 3.2. A subspace % of J,,,.(s) is a maximal rcmk-1 spuce if 
it is a rank-l space in d,,,,,(S) which ‘. IS not properly contained in any other 
rank-l space. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Fix u E S”‘, where S is a chain semiring. The set 
(ux’:x E V}, where V is a subspace of sn, is called a left fuctor space in 
&,,,,,(5). When V = s”, the left factor space is called the full leftfactor space 
in L,,,,,(s) generated by u. Right factor space and full right factor space are 
defined similarly. 
It is trivial to show that all nonzero factor spaces are rank-l spaces. It is 
worth mentioning that in matrices over fields, the rank-l spaces are the 
factor spaces and the maximal rank-l spaces are the full factor spaces, but 
this is not true over chain semirings. Beasley and Pullman [l] obtained a 
structure theorem which breaks rank-l spaces of Boolean (0,l) matrices 
down into a union of factor spaces. We construct maximal rank-l spaces by 
generalizing the concept of full factor space. 
If S is a chain semiring, it may or may not have the least-upper-bound 
property. That is, S may or may not be complete. But S can be completed 
using Dedekind cuts. The result is a chain semiring D which is the smallest 
complete chain semiring which contains S. So if IE is complete and 5 2 1E C_ D, 
then iE = D and each element of III \ ~5 is the least upper bound of some 
subset of S [4]. This completion D is formed by using the order relation on 5 
rather than any metric which 5 may happen to possess. We will call u the 
Dedekind completion of 5. 
DEIWITION 3.4. Say S is a chain semiring with Dedekind completion 
D. Let u E D”’ with the property that u + 0 and if ui z max uk then ui E S. 
Then we say u is a generator over S”‘. Let B, = {b E s”’ : bi = max h, or 
17, > ui}; then B, is called the left factor set generated by u. 
Note that B, is the set of all scalar multiples (scalars from S) of vectors 
from s”’ which absorb u. So, in particular, B, contains all scalar multiples of 
u in s”‘. 
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DEFINITION 3.5. Say u is a generator over S”‘, and say b E S”‘. We say 
bi is a trapper subject to u if h, > ui. We let t, equal the value of the largest 
trapper subject to u contained in b if b contains a trapper, and we let t, = 0 
if b contains no trapper. 
Generally, we will suppress “subject to u” and just talk about the trapper 
hi and the largest trapper of b, since the generator u they are subject to will 
be clear from the context. It is easily seen that t,, < at, for all (Y E S and 
b E S”‘. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let u be a generator over S”‘, and let B, be the left 
factor set generated by u. Define 
2BU is called the u-space in J&,,(S). 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let u be a generator over S”. Define 
and 
%=I ax’:a E A,, x E S”, and max a, = max xj 1. 
Then BU is called the full lefi factor spuce in J,,,,,(S) generated by u. 
Note that Definition 3.7 is a generalization of “full left factor space,” 
since not all generators u need to be in S”‘, and the added restriction 
max ai = max xi simply guarantees that we are looking at the canonical 
factorization ax’. Thus, using the same term “full left factor space” is 
appropriate. It is now easy to see that B3, c %3, for all generators u over S”‘, 
since t, = 0 for all a E A,. 
LEMMA 3.8. If ZB,, is the u-space of d,,,(s), then ‘BU is a rank-l 
space. 
Proof. Say u is a generator over S”‘. We will start by showing that ‘BU 
is closed under scalar multiplication. 
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Since 0 E B,, 0 E %3,. 
Say B E 253,. Then B = by’, where b and y have the properties described 
in Definition 3.6. Say CY E S. Then (Y = (Y’, so 
aB = d(by’) = (ctb)( ay)‘. 
But b E B,. So for all i, either bi = max b, or bi > ui. If bi = max b,, then, 
since 17, >/ 17, implies abi > (~b~, we have ~~19~ = max abk. If bi > ui and 
(Y 2 ui then al~~ >, ui. If bi > ui and (Y < ui then abl = a = max al?,. There- 
fore crb E B,. Now max hi = max yj implies that max abi = max ayj, and 
yj > t, implies that ayj > ‘it, > t,,. Therefore aB E %3”. 
Say A and B are nonzero elements of 253,. By Definition 3.6, there exist 
a,b E B, and x,y E s” such that max a, = max xi, max bi = max y, for all j; 
x,~ > t, and y,i >, t,,; A = ax’; and B = by’. So 
A+B=ax’+by’=[a 1 b] L I 1 Yf 
If A+ B is not rank-l, then there exist entries in 
[a I b] ’ 
[ 1 Yf 
which are trapped in conjunction. Without loss of generality, say a, and yj 
are trapped in conjunction. Since ai is trapped, we have that a, + max ak, 
which implies, by the definition of B,, that ai > ui. But ui trapped also 
implies that hi > ui. So 12, > ui, which means that bi is a trapper. Thus, 
bi < t, < yj by the definitions of t, and Z2”. This is a contradiction, because 
ui and yi trapped in conjunction implies yj < bi. Therefore A+ B is rank-l. 
If one or the other of two matrices from mU is the zero matrix, then 
clearly their sum is in 2%“, so we will assume A and B are nonzero matrices 
from 2QU and show that A + B is in %X3,,. 
Let (u?~~) = A+ B, and say zckl is a maximal entry in A+ B. We have 
wkl = akxl + bky,. Without 10s of generality, say akx, >/ bkyl; then u;~, = 
ak xl. It is clear that addition of matrices over chain semirings cannot yield an 
entry which is strictly greater than the entries in the original matrices, so the 
fact that max ui = max x3 tells us that uk = x1 = w,__. 
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We have proved that A+ 6 is rank-l, so by Lemma 2.3 
WI/ 
A+B= ; 
[ 1 [wk, ..’ Wk,,]. W !,I 1 
Let 
then A+ B = dz’ and ak = x, = ZL‘~! = d, = z,. 
We’ll show that d E B,. 
We know that di = u;~, = a,x, + b, yl = ai + bi yI, since .r, = ul, 2 a,. Now, 
if ui = uk, then ui > biyI. So ni = ai = d, = max d,,. And if a, < Us, then 
di = ui + biyr > a, > u,, since ui # max a,> implies ui > ui by the definition 
of B,. So d E B,. 
Now we’ll show that dz’ E TSm,. 
Since dzf is the canonical factorization of A+ B, we have that max di = 
max zj. 
If d contains no trapper, then t, = 0 and clearly z,~ 2 t, for all j. This is 
all that is required to show dz’ E T‘i3”, so we can assume that d contains a 
trapper. 
If the largest entr)i ~1, is a trapper, then it must he the largest trapper 
and so d, = t,. But d, = uk, the largest entry in a, so nk must be the largest 
trapper of a, making t, = uk. Therefore, since xi 2 t, = ak for all j, we have 
- = Wkj = ClkXj -t b, yj = (1x = cl, = td. _.I 
This implies dz’ E %? “, so we will assume cl, is not a trapper. 
Say d, is the largest trapper of d, where i # k. So d, > ui, but 
d, = wLc,, = UiX, + hiZJl = Cli + biy,; (3.1) 
therefore a, > ui or biyI > ui. 
The jth entry of z is 
zj = wkj = ak.r,, + b,yj = x., + b,yj (3.2) 
We must show that zi > t, = di. 
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Since A,B E %3”, x.j > t, and y.j > t,. 
If u, > biyI, then (3.1) gives us di = a,, so a, is a trapper since di is. 
Therefore, from (3.2) we have zj = xi + Ijkyi > x1 > t, > a, = di = t,. 
If biy, > a,, then (3.1) g’ Ives us di = bi y, < b,, so bi is a trapper since di 
is. Before proving zj > t,, we will show that b, > yj. Consider two cases: 
Case I: 19, = uk, and 
Case II: 17, < ak. 
No other cases need to be considered, since we are assuming, without loss of 
generality, that ak is the largest of all entries in a, b, d, x, y, z, and A+ 6. 
Case I: Since I?, = uk, 
all j. 
the largest of all entries, we have 17, > y.j for 
Case II: We have shown that we can assume that d, = al, is not a 
trapper. So in this case we have 17, < ak < uk. Therefore, by the definition of 
B,, we have b, = max b,, = max yv > y.i for all j. 
Now, from (3.2) and the two cases above. we have 
zj = xj + b,yi = X, + y,j > yj 2 t, 2 12: > di = t,. 
This completes the proof that dz’ E 23”. n 
TIIEOHEM 3.9. lf u is a generator ouer 5” und LB” is the u-space in 
~2 ,,,,, (S), then 2%” is a maximal rank-l space. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.8, mu, is a rank-l space, so it remains to prove 
maximality. Say D is a rank-l matrix with the property that for all 6 E %3,, 
r(B + D) = 1. We will show that D E )2x),. 
Say u is a generator over J,,,,,(s). For ease of notation assume ni > * . . 
2 u ?,I) and let dz’ be the canonical factorization of D. 
We start by showing that d E B,. Assume d P B,. We will find a matrix 
ax’ E Da,, such that r(ax’ + dz’) > 1. 
Because we are assuming that d P B,, there exists an i such that 
di f max d,, and di < ui. 
Since D is the Dedckind completion of s, either u i E S or (cy E 5 : a < u,} 
has no largest element. In either case there exists an element of !$ which we 
will denote U, - E, with the property that d, < ui - E < u i. Note that the 
choice of notation ui - E was made for its descriptive value. There is really 
no subtraction going on, and if u i E 5$ we may have ui - E = u i. 
Let a = (ui - E)U; then a E B,. But di < ui - E = a, and d, f rnax d,, so 
di is trapped by ai and max d,, in [a lb]. 
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Since dzt is a canonical factorization, there exists j such that zj = max d,. 
Define x E 5” as follows: let xj = di and xI = U, - E for all E # j. Then 
ax’ E 233” but di and xi are trapped in conjunction in 
[a I b] ’ 
I 1 Y’ ’ 
contradicting the fact that for all B E mB,, B + D is rank-I. Therefore d E B,. 
Since d E B,, for all i, either di = max d,, or di >, ui. If d contains no 
trappers, then t, = 0. That would imply that dz’ E mu. So we may assume 
that d contains a trapper. Let di be the largest trapper of d, then td = di > 0. 
If for all j, zj > di, then we would have D E !E3, and we’d be done. So 
we may assume that there exists j such that zj < dj. 
We will consider two cases: 
Case I: d, < ul, and 
Case II: di > ul. 
Case I: Since ui <di <u,, we have ui fmaxu,, and so ui ES by 
Definition 3.4. We also know that diu E B,, since di ES and di < ul. But 
ui < dj implies diui = ui, and so diui is trapped by d,u, and di in [diu Id]. 
Now, max zy = max d, implies that there exists 1 such that Z) > di. Let 
x E S” where xq = di for all q; then diui = ui and z.~ are trapped in 
conjunction by d,ul, di, z,, and xi in 
[diu ( d][$]. 
Case II: If u1 g S, then there exists an element u1 + F E S such that 
u,<u,+E<di. For, if not, then {aE~:cu,<u,)={(yE~:CY<di}. Now, 
either {(Y E 5: LY < di] has a largest element or else di is its least upper 
bound. In either case lub(cy E S: a < di} E 5 But clearly u1 = lub{cw E S: a 
< u,}. So the fact that the two sets are equal implies that U, E S. This 
contradicts our assumption that u1 P S, so there exists u1 + E such that 
u,<u,+c<di. Whether U,ES or not, there exists U~+EES such that 
u1 < u1 + E < di. Define b E S”’ and y E S” as follows: Let hi = u1 + E and 
b, = di for k + i, and let ycI = di for all y. Then b E B,, since for all k, 
b, > u1 >, uk, but bi is trapped in [b Id]. The factorization dz’ is canonical, so 
there exists 1 such that zI = max zy > di. But we still have zj < di, and so bi 
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and zj are trapped in conjunction in 
In both cases I and II we have found matrices in 2%” which, when added 
to D, result in matrices which are rank-2 Therefore the assumption that 
there exists j such that .zj < t, is false. Therefore zj > td for all j, and 
D = dz’ E m,. This proves that mU is maximal. H 
The collection of rank-l spaces in &l,,,(ts) (like all collections of subsets) 
forms a partially ordered set (poset) ordered by inclusion. The construction 
described above provides us with one maximal rank-l space which contains a 
given full factor space. But it is conceivable that some full factor spaces could 
be contained in more than one maximal rank-l space. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.9, notice that case II is impossible if max ui = I. 
A careful examination of case I shows that ‘2%” is the only maximal rank-I 
space which contains B3,. 
It is clear that if v is a scalar factor of u, then 23” G B3, c %3,, in L,,,,(S). 
Nontrivial scalar factors of a vector which contains no l’s may be obtained by 
increasing its maximal entires. Vectors with an entry of 1 have no scalar 
factors other than themselves. Say max ui < 1. We might ask whether 28 u = 
a,, for some v where max zji = 1. This is, in general, not the case, as the 
following example illustrates. 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let 
~=[O,ll, 0.7 
u = 0.3 . [ 1 
We claim that, for all v where max ci = 1, 55, # ‘2%“. 
Say uj = 1. Then it is clear from Definitions 3.4 and 3.6 that the jth row 
always contains a maximal entry of each matrix in 253,. But 
[yrO.8 o.s1=[;:; ;:g ] and [i:i][o.S OS]=[~:: :::I 
are two matrices in mzu,. So 253” does not have that property. This implies 
that m2, # 2Bv for all v where max vi = 1. 
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So if max ui < 1, the construction given in Definition 3.6 gives us two 
different techniques for building maximal rank-I spaces which contain 23,. 
But they can be applied in several different ways to provide several different 
maximal rank-l spaces which contain 58”. 
EXAMPLE 3.11. Let 
The last three vectors are all scalar factors of u, and v is a scalar factor of v’ so 
m”, m”> 2S”., and a,+, are four different maximal rank-l spaces which 
contain !8,: 
Are there any other maximal rank-l spaces which contain a, where 
max ui < I? In a forthcoming article we will demonstrate another way of 
extending full factor spaces to maximal rank-l spaces. 
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